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Introduction

At a recent conference, I was asked to describe myself to the group of fellow confer-
ence goers in three words.  I used the words “User Advocate Extremist.”  I use these 
words now to quickly convey what drives me to do what I do (and love it).  

I have a sincere passion for user-centered design and user-driven innovation and I con-
sider it my goal to create evangelists.  

My trusted tools are: 

I. A formal training in graphics design and theory.

II. A decade of hand coding HTML, CSS, PHP (and formerly ASP and ColdFusion).

III. A sincere and active research interest in human-computer interaction.  

My secret weapons are: 

IV. Treating users with respect.

V. Relentlessly advocating for them in all steps of the design process.

VI. Insisting on nothing less than truly thoughtful and compelling online experiences 
for them.

I think you!ll find me self-motivated, likable and sincerely passionate about user-driven 
strategy.  If you value those traits in a web architect, please continue reading to see if 
my experiences seem to be a good match.  If they do, I look forward to meeting you and 
learning more about ChannelAdvisor.

For examples of my work and research, visit my ClaimID <http://claimid.com/beck> and 

Another HCI Blog <http://hci.becktench.com>.



Work Experience

Webmaster, Duke University Pratt School of Engineering

" Time period: July 2003 until Present

 Manage web presence for more than 40 engineering organizations. 
 I am also the primary provider of strategic direction, information architecture, 
 design, code, testing and maintenance for those websites.  

 Conduct user research based on traffic monitoring, user surveys, 
 one-on-one interviews, and usability tests.

 Research and recommend tools/applications/vendors for various 
 internal and external customer needs.

 Work closely with systems administrator to create secure, efficient and 
 smart web-based solutions for the school.  Examples of which include: Plasma 
 Screen Advertising Delivery Application, Drupal Content Management System 
 Implementation, Highly customized WordPress installation, XML/XSLT solution 
 for the Duke-wide calendar and faculty database.

Graphics Designer, Clinical Tools Incorporated

" Time period: January 2003 until July 2003

 Designed and coded grant-funded continuing medical education websites about 
 sensitive topics like addiction, depression, suicide, heart health and alternative 
 medicine in a proprietary Java-based content management system.  

 Inspired fellow designers to go beyond the capabilities of CTIʼs homemade CMS. 
 Even today, their designs tend to be more revolutionary and risk-taking. 

 Note: My time at Clinical Tools is brief because I left for Duke, where I applied
 three months prior to applying at CTI. Duke's hiring process took nine months.

Web Technologist, Productivity Point International

" Time period: May 2001 until January 2003

 Designed and coded corporate e-learning websites – internet, intranet and 
 extranet – that focused on IT professionals.

 Worked with Direct Marketing, Corporate Branding & IT Business Systems teams 
 to implement business solutions.  All of my work involved collaborating with a 
 team of marketers, database architects and systems engineers.



Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

" Time period: August 1997 until May 2001

 BA, Journalism and Mass Communication
 Visual Communication sequence, graphics design concentration

 Creative Writing Minor

 Academic Technology Networks Lab Manager for four years. 
 Named “ATN Student of the Year” in 2001.  

Future Education Plans

" Time period: Present until 2012

 Research human computer interaction, interaction design and user experience 
 with the goal of becoming a very attractive prospective Ph.D. student to a school 
 thatʼs doing bleeding edge research in the realm of HCI.  I plan to enter a 
 program in five years.  What youʼll have between now and then is a passionate 
 and invested person, self-motivated to be well-versed in the latest user-centered 
 research methodologies and strategies. 

 Scheduled presenter at Higher Education Web Development Conference 2007. 
 Presentation will be on “Designing Compelling User Experiences (in Higher Ed).”

Relevant Skills

Updated daily.

" Usability Testing Methods, card sorting, interviews, traffic monitoring, surveys.
 Information Architecture, done the Tufte way (on 11x17 sheets of graph paper).
 CSS, have you seen the BluePrint framework? Neat stuff.
 HTML, as in XHTML... Iʼve yet to drink the HTML 5.0 kool-aid.
 PHP, read and write. Prior experience in ASP and ColdFusion.
 mySQL, low on command line experience, but navigate phpMyAdmin with ease.
 Javascript, relationship rekindled after the release of AJAX-friendly Prototype.js.
 Subversion, religiously version all my code, have also used CVS & VisualSourceSafe.
 Photoshop, Illustrator, QuarkXpress, etc., well-versed in all design apps. 
 OmniGraffle, OmniOutliner and OmniFocus, Visio on a mac + productivity tools.
 e-Mail Marketing Campaign Experience, both homegrown and vended solutions.
 Getting Things Done, proponent of a trusted system, the empty inbox, and contexts.


